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A two-stage optimization procedure for matrix updating of a damped finite element

model in structural dynamics is proposed. In Stage I, the measured data is updated to

satisfy a recently established orthogonality relation between the eigenvectors of a

quadratic matrix pencil associated with the model. This updated data is then used in

Stage II to update the stiffness matrix so that (i) the updated model reproduces the

measured data, and (ii) the symmetry of the original model is preserved. The results of

the paper generalize some well known and recent results in several ways. Our

contribution also includes mathematically proved results to demonstrate that Stage I is

essential to obtain a symmetric updated matrix K in Stage II, unless, of course, the

measured eigenvector matrix is such that the orthogonality constraint has been already

satisfied, which is extremely unlikely to happen in practice.

& 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Finite element model updating problem concerns updating an analytical symmetric finite element generated model
using measured data from a real-life or an experimental structure. The updating needs to be done in such a way that the
symmetry of the model is preserved and the updated model contains some of the desirable physical and structural
properties of the original finite element model. The problem routinely arises in vibration industries, including automobile,
and air- and space-crafts.

There now exists a large amount of work on direct matrix updating methods. Most of this work prior to 1995 is
contained in the book by Friswell and Mottershead [1] and references therein. Some of the more recent results can be found
in [2–9]. Most existing methods concern updating of an undamped analytical model of the form:

Ma €xðtÞ þ KaxðtÞ ¼ 0

where Ma;Ka are, respectively, the analytical mass and stiffness matrices. For the sake of convenience, we will denote this
model simply by ðMa;KaÞ. Similar notations will be used for the updated model; that is, ðMu;KuÞ will stand for the
undamped updated model and ðMu;Cu;KuÞ will stand for the damped updated model

Mu €xþ Cu _xþ Kux ¼ 0

The analytical and updated eigenvalues and eigenvectors will also be denoted in a similar way.
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A standard practice is to formulate the updating problem in an optimization setting such that the undamped updated
model satisfies the following basic properties of the original model [1]:
(i)
 Mu ¼ MT
u;
(ii)
 Ku ¼ KT
u (symmetry);
(iii)
 FT
uMuFu ¼ I (orthogonality);
(iv)
 KuFu ¼ MuFuLu (eigenvalue–eigenvector relation).
Maintaining symmetry and reproduction of the measured data are the basic requirements for model updating. However,
satisfaction of the orthogonality relation by the measured data is also of prime importance, because the measured data,
which comes from an experiment or a real-life structure, very often fails to satisfy the orthogonality constraint (iii).

Besides these basic requirements, there are also other engineering and computational challenges associated with the
updating problem. These include: (i) dealing with incompleteness of the measured data, and (ii) complex measured data
versus real analytical data, etc. For details, see book by Friswell and Mottershead [1]. In this paper, we deal only with real
representations of the data and assume that either modal expansion or model reduction has been performed to deal with
the issue of the incomplete measured data.

There are two types of updating procedures. The first type of methods, assuming the mass matrix as the reference
matrix, update first the measured data so that it satisfies the mass-orthogonality constraint (iii). This is then followed by
updating the stiffness matrix so as to satisfy the constraints (ii) and (iv). The others update, either separately or
simultaneously, the mass and stiffness matrices, satisfying the constraints (i)–(iv) [8,10,11]. There also now exists a method
which updates the stiffness matrix first satisfying the constraints (ii) and (iv) and then computes the missing entries of
the measured modes in a computational setting such that computed data satisfies the mass orthogonality constraint [2].
The method proposed in [2] has the additional important feature that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors which are not
updated remain unchanged by the updating procedure. This guarantees that ‘‘no spurious modes appear in the frequency
range of interest’’.

In this paper, we propose a new method of the first type for a damped model. Thus, our method consists of two stages.
In Stage I, we update the measured eigenvectors so that they satisfy a quadratic orthogonality relation proved in Corollary 4
of this paper. This result is a real-form generalization of the three orthogonality relations, proved earlier in [12]. In Stage II,
the updated measured eigenvectors from Stage I are used to update the stiffness matrix so that it remains symmetric after
updating and the measured eigenvalues and eigenvectors are reproduced by the updated model. Thus, our method
generalizes methods for undamped models of the first type to a damped model. The results of numerical experiments on
some case studies are presented to show the accuracy of the proposed method. Our contribution also includes
mathematically established results to show that satisfaction of the orthogonality relation by the measured data is necessary

and sufficient for the solution of Stage II to be symmetric.
It is to be noted that there are other methods, including the method of Friswell et al. [6], the algorithmic

implementation of this method [13], and several control-theoretic methods (e.g. [14–16]) that consider updating of the
damped models. For details of these control theoretic methods, see Friswell and Mottershead [1, p. 154]. However those
methods do not explicitly update the measured data so as to satisfy any orthogonality constraints. On the other hand, as
noted before, our mathematical results of Theorems 2 and 3 demonstrate that Stage I must be performed explicitly or it is
to be implicitly assumed that the measured data already satisfies an appropriate orthogonality constraint, before
performing Stage II. Otherwise, the feasibility set of Stage II problem might be empty.

In our case the problems in both stages are nonlinear optimization problems. The Stage I problem is a nonconvex
minimization problem with equality relations. This is a difficult optimization problem to solve. An augmented Lagrangian
method is proposed to deal with this problem. Some convergence properties of this method are discussed.

The Stage II problem is a convex quadratic problem. This is a rather nice optimization problem to deal with and there are
several excellent numerical methods for such problems in the literature (see [17]).

Implementations in optimization settings of Stages I and II require that the appropriate gradient formulas must be
computed in terms of the known quantities only, which are, in our case, just a few measured eigenvalues and eigenvectors and
the corresponding sets from the analytical model. Such gradient formulas have been mathematically derived in the paper.

The following notations are used throughout this paper.
�
 R�p�q—the set of all real p� q matrices;P P

�
 hA;Bi ¼ traceðAT BÞ ¼ traceðABT

Þ ¼
p
i¼1

q
j¼1 AijBij; where A;B 2 Rp�q;
�
 hA;Ai ¼ kAk2
F ;
�
 AT
—the transpose of A;
�
 diagðAÞ—the diagonal matrix with the same diagonal elements as A;

�
 Ma;Ca;Ka—real symmetric analytical mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively;

�
 Mu;Cu;Ku—updated real symmetric mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively;

�
 L;F—eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices (possibly complex);

�
 TM ;XM—real-form representations of the measured eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices.
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2. The orthogonality relations for the quadratic pencil
In this section we state three orthogonality relations of the eigenvectors of the quadratic matrix pencil:

PðlÞ ¼ l2M þ lC þ K (1)

recently obtained in [12,18]. These relations generalize the well-known orthogonality relation of a symmetric matrix and
that of a symmetric positive definite linear pencil (see [19,20]). The real-version of the last relation will be proved in the
next section and be used in our work in this paper.

Theorem 1 (Orthogonality relations of the eigenvectors of quadratic matrix pencil). Let all the eigenvalues of PðlÞ ¼ l2Mþ

lC þ K , where M ¼ MT , C ¼ CT , K ¼ KT , be distinct and nonzero. Let L ¼ diagðl1; . . . ; l2nÞ be the matrix of eigenvalues and

F ¼ ðf1; . . . ;f2nÞ be the matrix of corresponding eigenvectors of the pencil PðlÞ, i.e. detðPðliÞÞ ¼ 0; PðliÞfi ¼ 0; 8i, then there

exist diagonal matrices D1, D2, and D3 such that

LFT MFL�FT KF ¼ D1 (2)

LFT CFLþLFT KFþFT KFL ¼ D2 (3)

LFT MFþFT MFLþFT CF ¼ D3 (4)

Note: (i) When C ¼ 0, relation (4) reduces to the well-known orthogonality relation for linear pencil, namely, FT MF ¼ D,
where D is a diagonal matrix (possibly complex). If the linear pencil is symmetric and positive definite, then D can be
chosen as the real identity matrix.

(ii) The pair ðF;LÞ, F 2 Cn�k, L 2 Ck�k will be called a matrix eigenpair of the pencil PðlÞ. It can be either full set of
eigenvectors-eigenvalues (k ¼ 2n) or just a portion of the spectral data (ko2n). Note that the pair ðF;LÞ satisfies the
following relation:

MFL2
þ CFLþ KF ¼ 0 (5)

2.1. Real-form representations of complex numbers, and eigenvalues and eigenvectors

Given a pair of complex conjugate numbers aj � ibj, we can associate with it a 2� 2 matrix Tj, given by

Tj ¼
aj bj

�bj aj

 !

Thus, given a set of k numbers of which l are complex conjugate pairs of the above form, and remaining k� 2l are real, we
can associate with these numbers a real block-diagonal matrix T of the form

T ¼ diagðT1; . . . ; Tl; T2lþ1; . . . ; TkÞ (6)

where T2lþ1 through Tk are real scalars. T is then a real-form matrix representation of these k numbers.
Analogously, for a set of k vectors a real-form matrix representation is given by

X ¼ ½u1; v1; . . . ;ul; vl;f2lþ1; . . . ;fk� (7)

Indeed, defining the block diagonal matrix

S ¼ diagðS1; . . . ; Sl; S2lþ1; . . . ; SkÞ,

with

Sj ¼

1ffiffiffi
2
p

1 1

i �i

� �
; j ¼ 1; . . . ; l

1; j ¼ 2lþ 1; . . . ; k

8><
>: (8)

we can write

T ¼ SLS�1

and, similarly, X ¼ FS�1, where L ¼ diagða1 þ ib1;a1 � ib1; . . . ;al þ ibl;al � ibl; l2lþ1; . . . ; lkÞ and F ¼ ðu1 þ iv1;u1 � iv1; . . . ;

ul þ ivl;ul � ivl;f2lþ1; . . . ;fkÞ. Pair ðX;TÞ will be called a real matrix eigenpair of PðlÞ.
Thus if ðX;TÞ is a real matrix eigenpair of PðlÞ, then we have

MXT2
þ CXTþ KX ¼ 0 (9)
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Also, the distinctiveness of the eigenvalues in L implies, that

F
FL

� �
is of full rank (10)

This, in turn means, that

X

XT

� �
is of full rank (11)

3. Existence of symmetric solution of the model updating problem

In this section, we establish mathematical results to demonstrate the fact that the updated measured data must satisfy
orthogonality condition for the existence of a symmetric solution to the Stage II. We consider both cases: undamped and
damped models.

3.1. Linear case (undamped model)

Consider the generalized symmetric eigenvalue problem Kf ¼ lMf and the associated real-form representation of the
complex matrix eigenpair ðX;TÞ.

Theorem 2. Given M ¼ MT , T 2 Rk�k, a block-diagonal matrix of the form (6), X 2 Rn�k of the form (7) with full rank.

There exists a symmetric non-zero matrix K such that KX ¼ MXT if and only if XT MX ¼ B, where B is a block-diagonal matrix of

the form:

B ¼ diagðB1; . . . ;Bl;B2lþ1; . . . ;BkÞ; Bj ¼

aj bj

bj �aj

 !
; j ¼ 1; . . . ; l

bj; j ¼ 2lþ 1; . . . ; k

8>><
>>: (12)

Proof. (() Sufficiency: Since X has full rank, the matrix equation KX ¼ MXT has a nonzero solution. To prove that there
exists a symmetric solution K to the equation, we consider an extension of ðX;TÞ in the form Xext ¼ ½X X̂� 2 Rn�n, Text ¼

diagðT;T̂Þ 2 Rn�n such that XT
extMXext ¼ Bext ¼ diagðB; B̂Þ, where B̂ is a block-diagonal matrix, Xext is of full rank, and T̂ is a

block-diagonal matrix. Now define

K ¼ X�T
extBextTextX

�1
ext

Then, obviously, KX ¼ MXT, moreover since BextText is a symmetric matrix, K is also symmetric. Different choices of X̂ and
T̂ will produce different symmetric solutions to the above equation.

()) Necessity: Since M is symmetric, there exists a matrix F, such that FT MF ¼ D, where D is a diagonal matrix, see [19].

Setting X ¼ FS�1, where S is defined as in Eq. (8), we have, XT MX ¼ S�TFT MFS�1
¼ S�T DS�1

¼ B. Thus, a 2� 2 block of B

is of the following form:

ffiffiffi
2
p 1 1

i �i

� ��T aþ ib 0

0 a� ib

� � ffiffiffi
2
p 1 1

i �i

� ��1

¼
a b

b �a

� �
&

3.2. Quadratic case (damped model)

In this section, we prove an analogous result for the quadratic pencil PðlÞ. In this case there are 2n eigenvalues and
eigenvectors.

The real-form representation of the matrix eigenpair ðF;LÞ of PðlÞ is denoted by ðX;TÞ.
The pair ðX;TÞ satisfies relation (9), which can be written as

�K 0

0 M

� �
X

XT

� �
¼

C M

M 0

� �
X

XT

� �
T (13)

This shows that the matrix

X

XT

� �

is the real-form representation of the eigenvector matrix of the 2n� 2n linear pencil

�K 0

0 M

� �
;

C M

M 0

� �� �
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Since M;C;K are symmetric, by Theorem 2, therefore, we have

X

XT

� �T C M

M 0

� �
X

XT

� �
¼ BðX;TÞ (14)

where B ¼ diagðB1; . . . ;Bl;B2lþ1; . . . ;BkÞ is a block-diagonal matrix with blocks defined as in Eq. (12). Note relation (14) is
equivalent to the orthogonality relation (4) for the complex eigenpair.

To solve the inverse problem, i.e. to find a symmetric K which will satisfy the eigenvalue-eigenvector relation (9) for
given M ¼ MT ;C ¼ CT , and the rank condition ðX;TÞ satisfying Eq. (11), we find an extension of the matrices X and T,
Xext ¼ ½X X̂� 2 Rn�n, Text ¼ diagðT; T̂Þ 2 Rn�n, such that

Xext

XextText

 !
is of full rank and

Xext

XextText

 !T
C M

M 0

� �
Xext

XextText

 !
¼ ½BðX;TÞ; B̂� ¼ BextðXext ;TextÞ

Here T̂; B̂ are real block-diagonal matrices. Then we can take K as the solution to the following linear system

Xext

XextText

 !T
�K 0

0 M

� �
Xext

XextText

 !
¼ BextText

i.e. K ¼ X�T
extðT

T
extX

T
extMXextText � BextTextÞX

�1
ext . This is a real symmetric matrix (note, that BextText is a symmetric matrix).

The above discussion leads to the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Given M ¼ MT
2 Rn�n, C ¼ CT

2 Rn�n; and T 2 Rk�k, X 2 Rn�k, kon matrices of the form (6), (7), respectively. Let

ðX;TÞ satisfy condition (11). Then there is a real symmetric matrix K such that MXT2
þ CXTþ KX ¼ 0 if and only if

X

XT

� �T C M

M 0

� �
X

XT

� �
¼ BðX;TÞ (15)

where B is some block-diagonal matrix with blocks of the form (12).

Corollary 4. Assume that T is a real-form representation of an eigenvalue matrix of the pencil ðM;C;KÞ and all the diagonal

blocks of T are distinct, then B is of form (12) if and only if BT ¼TT B.

Proof. Consider the matrix D3 from Eq. (4), and note that B ¼ S�T D3S�1. Then, BT ¼ S�T D3S�1SLS�1
¼ S�T D3LS�1 and

TT B ¼ S�TLST S�T D3S�1
¼ S�TLD3S�1. Now, B ¼ S�T D3S�1 is of the form (12) if and only if D ¼ ST BS is a diagonal matrix,

which is equivalent, to

LD3 ¼ D3L

This implies that BT ¼TT B. &

4. A two-stage model updating scheme

In this section, we introduce our two-stage model updating scheme for FEMU. Throughout, we assume that Ma, Ca, Ka,
XM ¼ FMS�1, and TM ¼ SLMS�1 are given.

Stage I: In this stage, the real-form representation of the measured eigenvector matrix XM is updated so that it becomes
as close as possible to the analytical data in the sense that a weighted distance between them is minimized. Furthermore,
an orthogonality constraint stated in Corollary 4 is enforced. Mathematically, the problem may be stated as follows:

ðPÞ min 1
2 kW

�1=2
1 ðX � XMÞW

�1=2
1 Þk2

F

s:t: HðXÞ ¼ 0

X 2 Rn�k

where

HðXÞ ¼ BðX;TMÞTM �TT
MBðX;TMÞ (16)

with BðX;TMÞ given by Eq. (14) and W1 is some positive-definite weighting matrix. A solution to the problem will be
denoted by Xu.

Stage II: Let Xu be a solution from Stage I. In this stage, we would like to update the stiffness matrix K so that it becomes
as close as possible to Ka in the sense that a weighted distance between K and Ka is minimized. In addition, constraints on
symmetry for K and eigenvalue-eigenvector relation of Eq. (9) are enforced. Mathematically, this amounts to solving the
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following minimization problem:

ðQÞ min 1
2 kW

�1=2
2 ðK � KaÞW

�1=2
2 k2

F

s:t: MaXuT
2
M þ CaXuTM þ KXu ¼ 0

KT
¼ K (symmetry)

K 2 Rn�n

where W240 is a positive-definite weighting matrix. The solution to the problem will be denoted by Ku.
Problem (Q) is a convex quadratic programming problem with a unique solution. There exists an analytical expression

[6] and a computational algorithm [13] based on numerical linear algebra techniques. Since (QÞ is a simple convex
quadratic programming problem, we can also solve it numerically by existing optimization techniques.

Remarks. It is also possible to update both the stiffness and damping matrices satisfying the orthogonality relation of
Stage I. This will require reformulation of the problem. Such reformulation is currently being investigated.

5. A solution method and its convergence properties

We now focus on how to solve (P). As noted before Problem (Q) is a convex quadratic programming problem for
which there exist excellent numerical methods. However, in our numerical experiment, we use the same method
developed for (P) to solve (Q).

To simplify the presentation, set W ¼ I, and

f ðXÞ ¼ 1
2kX � XMk

2
F

Then the Lagrangian function for (P) is

LðX;YÞ ¼ f ðXÞ þ hY ;HðXÞi

where Y 2 Rk�k. Some remarks about our Lagrange function L are in order. By definition, HðXÞT ¼ �HðXÞ. Hence the system
HðXÞ ¼ 0 defines kðk� 1Þ=2 constraints.

The necessary optimality conditions for (P) can now be stated as follows: find a pair (X�;Y�) such that

rXLðX�;Y�Þ ¼ 0; HðX�Þ ¼ 0 (17)

Problem (P) has a convex quadratic objective function, and polynomial equality constraints. So it is a polynomial
programming problem. But the feasible region defined by the polynomial equality constraints are nonconvex in general.
Hence we are dealing with a nonconvex minimization problem with equality constraints.

Generally speaking, if X� is an optimal solution for (P), and the constraint system satisfies certain regularity condition at
X�, then there is a Y� 2 R

k�k such that ðX�;Y�Þ satisfies Eq. (17). Elements of Y� are usually called Lagrangian multipliers.
Optimization techniques for constrained problems such as (P) have been well developed in the past fifty years. There

are many efficient methods, including augmented Lagrangian methods, to solve a nonlinear programming problem with
equality constraints. The first augmented Lagrangian method was independently proposed by Hestenes [21] and Powell
[22] by adding a quadratic penalty term to its Lagrangian function LðX;YÞ. Because of its attractive features, such as ease to
implement, it has emerged as an important method for handling constrained optimization problems. The literature on
augmented Lagrangian methods is vast. We refer the reader to [23,24] for a thorough treatment on this class of methods
and its convergence theory. Following Hestenes and Powell, we propose an augmented Lagrangian method to solve (P). To
this end, we introduce the following parameterized family of the augmented Lagrangian functions:

LrðX;YÞ ¼ LðX;YÞ þ
r
2
kHðXÞk2

F (18)

where r is a positive constant.
We now discuss an issue associated with our proposed augmented Lagrangian method.
The existence of a global minimizer in Step 3: for PðiÞ, the following proposition guarantees that there is a solution.

Proposition 5. Let r40 and Y 2 Rk�k. Then arg minX LrðX;YÞ is non-empty.

Proof. We will prove that Lrð�;YÞ is level-bounded [24, Definition 1.8]; that is, for each real m, the set fXjLrðX;YÞpmg is
bounded. Once this is done, the non-emptiness of arg minX LrðX;YÞ follows from [24, Theorem 1.9].

Let fXig be a sequence such that kXikF !1 as i!1. Then

LrðXi;YÞ ! 1 as i!1

since, by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality hY ;HðXiÞiX� kYkFkHðXiÞkF,

hY ;HðXiÞi þ r=2kHðXiÞk
2
FXðr=2kHðXiÞkF � kYkF ÞkHðXiÞkF
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and f ðXiÞ ! 1 as i!1. If fX : LrðX;YÞpmg were not a bounded set for some m, then there would exist a sequence fXig

sequence such that kXikF !1 as i!1. This would imply that

mXf ðXiÞ þ hY ;HðXiÞi þ r=2kHðXiÞk
2
F !þ1

as i!1 by the above argument. The contradiction proves the level-boundedness of Lrð�;YÞ. &

Algorithm 1. The augmented Lagrangian method for ðPÞ.
INPUT: X0;Y0;r040;0obo1, and �40

OUTPUT: Solution to ðPÞ
1: f
or i ¼ 0;1; . . . do

2: S
top if krX LðXi ;YiÞkp�, and kHðXiÞkp�

3: S
olve the unconstrained optimization subproblem:
ðPðiÞÞ min
X

Lri
ðX;YiÞ
with the stoping criteria, krX Lri
ðX;YiÞkFobi
L
et Xiþ1 be the solution of (P(i))
4: U
pdate the multiplier matrix:

Yiþ1 ¼ Yi þ riHðXiþ1Þ.
T
hen choose riþ14ri
5: e
nd for

5.1. The convergence of the proposed method

As we have already pointed out before, ðPÞ is a nonconvex programming problem. It is well known in optimization
literature that finding a global minimizer for a nonconvex programming problem is a very challenging task. A practical way
for solving a sequence of nonconvex programming problems in Step 3 is to find a sequence of critical points instead. The
following theorem, which is embedded somewhere in the general convergence theory in [23,24], ensures that such a
sequence of critical points will have a convergent subsequence.

To make our presentation self-contained and for the reader’s convenience, we include a proof of this theorem in the next
section after computable gradient formulas are derived. Let us set

FðXÞ ¼ ½H12ðXÞ; . . . ;H1kðXÞ;H23ðXÞ; . . . ;H2kðXÞ; . . . ;Hðk�1ÞkðXÞ�
T

and

Ŷ ¼ ½Y12; . . . ;Y1k;Y23; . . . ;Y2k; . . . ;Y ðk�1Þk�
T (19)

Then F : Rk�k
! Rðk�1Þk=2, and it is easy to see that FðXÞ ¼ 0 if and only if HðXÞ ¼ 0. Also, simple calculations show that

hY ;HðXÞi ¼ 2hŶ ; FðXÞi

and

kHðXÞk2
F ¼ 2kFðXÞk2

F

Our Lagrangian functions then become

LðX;YÞ ¼ LðX; ŶÞ ¼ f ðXÞ þ 2hŶ ; FðXÞi

and

LrðX;YÞ ¼ LrðX; ŶÞ ¼ LðX; ŶÞ þ rkFðXÞk2
F

Theorem 6. Suppose krXLrj
ðXj; Ŷ jÞkFobj; 0obo1 for j ¼ 0;1;2; . . ., with fkŶ jkFg bounded, and rjorjþ1 and rj !1 as

j!1. If there is a convergent subsequence fXji g of fXjg with Xji
! X� such that rFðX�Þ maps Rn�k onto R½ðk�1Þ�k=2��½n�k�, then

there is a Ŷ� such that

rXLðX�; Ŷ�Þ ¼ 0; FðX�Þ ¼ 0 (20)

Remarks. (a) In view of the relationships between F and H, Ŷ and Y , it is easy to see that rXLðX�; Ŷ�Þ ¼ 0 and FðX�Þ ¼ 0 if
and only if there is some Y� (by Eq. (19)) such that the pair ðX�;Y�Þ satisfies Eq. (17). (b) It is also clear from Eq. (19) that

fkYjkFg bounded if and only if fkŶ jkFg is bounded. The following simple example shows that if the conditions listed in

Theorem 6 are not satisfied, Lagrangian multipliers may not exist.

Example 7. Consider minx2R x subject to x2 ¼ 0. Then it is trivial to see that x ¼ 0 is an optimal solution. However there is
no Lagrangian multiplier for the minimization problem.
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6. Computable gradient formulas

To implement the proposed method effectively, we need to have gradient formulas that can be computed in terms of the
given quantities. In this section, we will show that gradients of functions associated with problems (P) and (Q) can be
computed in terms of their associated matrices. This is particularly important since our numerical experiments are
conducted in MATLAB environment.

The basic idea for deriving gradient formulas comes from operator theory on adjoint operators as has been used in [25].
It is easy and elementary to see that

rf ðXÞ ¼ X � XM

Let

hðXÞ ¼ 1
2 kHðXÞk

2
F ¼

1
2hHðXÞ;HðXÞi

gY ðXÞ ¼ hY ;HðXÞi

Then

rhðXÞ ¼ 2ðMaXGðXÞTT
M þ ðCaX þMaXTMÞGðXÞÞ (21)

where GðXÞ ¼ HðXÞTT
M �TMHðXÞ and HðXÞ is given by (16)

rgY ðXÞ ¼ 2ðMaXðYTT
M �TMYÞTT

M þ ðCaX þMaXTMÞðYT
T
M �TMYÞÞ (22)

The details of the derivation of formula (21) are given in Appendix A.
With the above gradient formulas, the gradient formulas for L and Lr with respect to X can be written as

rXLðX;YÞ ¼ rf ðXÞ þ rgY ðXÞ

rXLrðX;YÞ ¼ rXLðX;YÞ þ rrhðXÞ

6.1. Gradient formulas for problem Q

Gradient functions in Problem (Q) are much simpler, and can be written down as follows. For h̄ðKÞ ¼ 1
2kK � Kak

2
F , we have

rh̄ðKÞ ¼ K � Ka

For f̄ ðKÞ ¼ 1
2kMaXuT

2
M þ CaXuTM þ KXuk

2
F, we have

rf̄ ðKÞ ¼ ðMaXuT
2
M þ CaXuTM þ KXuÞX

T
u

We will now use the above gradient formulas to obtain the necessary optimality conditions for Stage I.
Necessary optimality conditions in matrix form for (P): Find X and Y such that

rf ðXÞ þ rgY ðXÞ ¼ 0

HðXÞ ¼ 0

where HðXÞ is given by Eq. (16), and rgY ðXÞ is given by Eq. (22). The above necessary optimality conditions expressed in
terms of given matrices are significant. It not only opens up the possibility of solving (P) by solving the above systems of
equations (such as by Newton’s method for nonlinear equations), but also forms the basis for sensitivity analysis when the
problem data undergoes small changes.

We conclude this section by including a proof of Theorem 6. We begin with a well-known lemma on the invertibility of a
matrix (see e.g. [19, p. 319]).

Lemma 8. Let p; q be positive integers such that pXq. Suppose that A is an p� q matrix with rank q. Then ½AT A��1 exists.

Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Let u be a nonzero q� 1 vector such that AT Au ¼ 0. Then ðAuÞT ðAuÞ ¼ 0. It follows that
Au ¼ 0. The rank condition on A implies that u ¼ 0, which is a contradiction. This proves AT A is invertible. &

Proof of Theorem 6. Without any loss of generality, suppose that Xj ! X� as j!1. For any fixed X, since rFðXÞ is a
½ðk� 1Þ � k=2� � ½n� k� matrix, rFðX�Þ has rank ðk� 1Þ � k=2, and rFð�Þ is continuous. We may further assume that rFðXjÞ

has rank ðk� 1Þ � k=2 for all j. Set Aj ¼ rFðXjÞ
T and A� ¼ rFðX�Þ

T : By Lemma 8, AT
j Aj is invertible. The continuity of rFð�Þ

implies that ½AT
j Aj�

�1 ! ½AT
�A��

�1. By

rXLrj
ðXj; Ŷ jÞ ¼ rf ðXjÞ þ 2rFðXjÞ

T
½Ŷ j þ rjFðXjÞ� (23)

and multiplying both sides of Eq. (23) by rFðXjÞ ¼ AT
j , we have

2ðŶ j þ rjFðXjÞÞ ¼ ½A
T
j Aj�

�1AT
j ½rXLrj

ðXj; Ŷ jÞ � rf ðXjÞ�
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Since krXLrj
ðXj; Ŷ jÞkF ! 0 and ½AT

j Aj�
�1 ! ½AT

�A��
�1 as j!1, we get

2ðŶ j þ rjFðXjÞÞ ! �½A
T
�A��

�1AT
�rf ðX�Þ as j!1

Set 2Ŷ� ¼ �½A
T
�A��

�1AT
�rf ðX�Þ. By taking the limit on both sides of Eq. (23), we have that rXLðX�; Ŷ�Þ ¼ 0. Since

2ðŶ j þ rjFðXjÞÞ ! 2Ŷ�, and fkŶ jkFg is bounded, the sequence frjFðXjÞg is bounded. By rj !1 as j!1, we conclude that

lim
j!1

FðXjÞ ¼ FðX�Þ ¼ 0

So the pair ðX�; Ŷ�Þ satisfies Eq. (20). This completes the proof. &
7. Case studies

In this section, we present the results of our numerical experiments on
�
 A spring–mass system of 10 degree of freedom (DoF) [1].

�
 A vibrating beam.
The data for our experiments are set up as follows:
�
 The matrices Ma;Ca are kept fixed.

�
 To simulate the measured data ðXM ;TMÞ, we add a random noise with some Gaussian distribution to the eigendata of

the analytical model.

�
 The weighting matrix was taken as W ¼ I.
We used MATLAB with double arithmetics to run numerical experiments. As a solver of an unconstrained optimization
problem MATLAB optimization toolbox routine fminunc which implements BFGS quasi-Newton method has been used.
7.1. A mass–spring system of 10 DoF

Consider the example of a mass–spring system of 10 DoF, as depicted in Fig. 1. In this example all rigid bodies have a
mass of 1 kg, and all springs have stiffness 1 kN/m. The analytical model is given by

Ma ¼ I

Ca ¼

0:48100 �8:3809

�8:3809 8:3809 �1:0254

�1:0254 1:0254 �7:2827

�7:2827 7:2827 �4:4050

�4:4050 4:4050 �9:9719

�9:9719 9:9719 �5:6247

�5:6247 5:6247 �4:6585

�4:6585 4:6585 �4:1901

�4:1901 4:1901 �2:1160

�2:1160 2:1160

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
1 2 3 4 5 6 87 9 1
0

Fig. 1. Mass–spring system.
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Ka ¼

2000 �1000

�1000 3000 �1000 �1000

�1000 2000 �1000

�1000 3000 �1000 �1000

�1000 �1000 3000 �1000

�1000 2000 �1000

�1000 2000 �1000

�1000 �1000 3000 �1000

�1000 2000 �1000

�1000 2000

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

The measured data for our experiment was simulated by reducing stiffness of the spring between masses 2 and 5 to 600 N/
m and adding Gaussian noise with s ¼ 2%.

The analytical eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices are:

Ta ¼

�6:23 71:1 0 0

�71:1 �6:23 0 0

0 0 �3:67 65:9

0 0 �65:9 �3:67

0
BBB@

1
CCCA; Xa ¼

0:142 0:001 �0:161 �0:001

�0:438 0:020 0:372 �0:050

0:288 0:065 �0:056 0:031

�0:502 �0:206 �0:191 0:087

0:479 0:148 �0:296 �0:034

�0:136 �0:011 0:263 0:091

�0:066 0:011 �0:346 �0:145

0:339 0:003 0:599 0:063

�0:122 �0:007 �0:296 �0:093

0:040 0:010 0:115 0:075

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

The measured eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices are:

TM ¼

�6:16 69:8 0 0

�69:8 �6:16 0 0

0 0 �4:7 64:9

0 0 �64:9 �4:7

0
BBB@

1
CCCA; XM ¼

0:102 0:026 �0:172 �0:023

�0:283 �0:061 0:401 0:023

0:282 0:115 �0:195 �0:005

�0:579 �0:240 0:074 0:068

0:341 0:242 �0:354 �0:202

�0:067 �0:054 0:286 0:242

�0:168 0:036 �0:249 �0:340

0:508 �0:042 0:362 0:382

�0:207 0:009 �0:183 �0:246

0:077 0:011 0:060 0:130

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

Results of Stage I: Orthogonality condition was not satisfied with the measured eigenvector matrix as shown by the
residual:

kHðXMÞkF ¼ 17:7

However, with preprocessing of the measured data using Stage I we obtained

Xu ¼

0:086 0:128 0:139 0:021

�0:270 �0:226 �0:324 0:055

0:266 0:176 0:233 �0:131

�0:437 �0:239 �0:222 0:264

0:227 0:387 0:343 0:041

0:031 �0:261 �0:218 �0:232

�0:147 0:205 0:183 0:312

0:395 �0:239 �0:226 �0:544

�0:145 0:142 0:149 0:244

0:051 �0:061 �0:064 �0:096

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
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Fig. 2. The percentage change in the diagonal elements of the stiffness matrix for mass–spring system.
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The orthogonality condition is now satisfied with this updated eigenvector matrix as shown by the following residual:

kHðXuÞkF ¼ 1:97� 10�8

Results of Stage II: With the updated eigenvector matrix Xu from Stage I:
�
 The updated matrix Ku was symmetric, as shown by the residual norm:

kKu � KT
ukF ¼ 9:293� 10�9
�
 The measured eigenvalues and corrected measured eigenvectors were reproduced accurately by the updated model, as
shown by the following residual:

kRðKuÞkF ¼ 1:78143� 10�6

where RðKÞ ¼ MaXuT
2
M þ CaXuTM þ KXu.

Note: It is clear from Fig. 2 that the largest changes correspond to degrees of freedom 2 and 5. The changes corresponding
to the other degrees of freedom are reasonably small.

7.2. Vibrating beam

Consider a discrete spring–mass model of a vibrating beam [26], which consists of nþ 2 masses fmig
n
i¼�1, linked by

massless rigid rods of length flig
n
i¼0 which are themselves connected by n rotational springs of stiffness fkig

n
i¼1. This model

corresponds to a finite difference approximation of a beam with distributed parameters. The vibration of the beam with
clamped left hand end and with no force applied at the free end is governed by

M €xþ Kx ¼ 0

where

K ¼ EL�1EK̂ET L�1ET

K̂ ¼ diagðk1; . . . ; knÞ, L ¼ diagðl1; . . . ; lnÞ, M ¼ diagðm1; . . . ;mnÞ,

E ¼

1 �1 0 . . . 0

0 1 �1 . . . 0

. .
. . .

. . .
.

0 . . . 0 1 �1

0 . . . 0 0 1

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA

The simulated beam has 16 rods of length 1
16 m each, and all masses are 0.1 kg.

Results of Stage I: The measured data was obtained from the analytical data in the same way as the previous example. To
simulate the measured data, the coefficients k3; k5; k9 were reduced by 40%, 50%, 30%, respectively, and gaussian noises
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with s ¼ 2% were added. The simulated measured eigenvector matrix became

XM ¼

�1:2528� 10�5
�0:00029345 �0:0028605

7:9745� 10�5 0:0015719 0:012768

�0:00039017 �0:0064281 �0:043326

0:0015785 0:021449 0:11279

�0:0054324 �0:058119 �0:23438

0:016097 0:13210 0:38359

�0:041476 �0:24960 �0:47393

0:091780 0:39290 0:39510

�0:17778 �0:49152 �0:10852

0:29897 0:45559 �0:24409

�0:44078 �0:23769 0:37962

0:53922 �0:10088 �0:16311

�0:52197 0:36497 �0:22086

0:34568 �0:34533 0:33064

�0:10101 0:11494 �0:12827

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

Without application of Stage I, the matrix XM did not satisfy the orthogonality constraint, as shown by the residual:

kHðXMÞkF ¼ 3:668� 107

Application of Stage I yielded:

Xu ¼

�1:6363� 10�5
�0:00029433 �0:0028606

9:6687� 10�5 0:0015758 0:012768

�0:00044692 �0:0064414 �0:043328

0:0017231 0:021483 0:11280

�0:0057238 �0:058189 �0:23441

0:016549 0:13220 0:38365

�0:041977 �0:24972 �0:47406

0:092072 0:39297 0:39535

�0:17760 �0:49144 �0:10893

0:29832 0:45532 �0:24353

�0:44009 �0:23728 0:37893

0:53906 �0:10129 �0:16238

�0:52253 0:36525 �0:22148

0:34638 �0:34546 0:33102

�0:10127 0:11497 �0:12838

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

The updated matrix Xu did satisfy the orthogonality constraint, as shown by the residual:

kHðXuÞkF ¼ 9:09143� 10�6

Results of Stage II: With the updated eigenvector matrix Xu from Stage I:
�
 The updated matrix Ku was symmetric, as shown by the residual norm:

kKu � KT
ukF ¼ 9:897� 10�8
�
 The measured eigenvalues and the corrected measured eigenvectors were reproduced accurately by the updated model,
as shown by the following residual:

kRðKuÞkF ¼ 5:795� 10�5

8. Summary and conclusions

An important criterion for acceptability of a set of measured data (especially the eigenvectors) for a model updating
procedure is that it must satisfy an appropriate orthogonality condition. For symmetric positive definite linear model
which is often discussed in the literature, the orthogonality condition is the mass-normalization property of the
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eigenvector matrix. Until recently such orthogonality relations for a damped model were not known. Recently three
orthogonality relations for a symmetric quadratic pencil have been derived. One such relation, involving the mass and
damping matrices, has been used in this paper to update a damped model. This consideration gives rise to a two-stage
optimization procedure. In Stage I, a set of measured eigenvector matrices are updated to satisfy the orthogonality
constraint and in Stage II, the stiffness matrix is updated with the constraints on the symmetry of the stiffness matrix and
reproduction of the measured eigenvalues and updated measured eigenvectors by the updated model. The orthogonality
constraint in Stage I being nonlinear, finding an explicit solution, and finding a global solution to the posed optimization
problem, unlike the linear case, remain difficult tasks. However, the gradient formulas, needed for numerical solutions of
optimization problems in both stages, have been derived in terms of only the given quantities; namely, the coefficient
matrices and a partial knowledge of the analytical and measured eigenvalues and eigenvectors. It has also been shown
mathematically by solving a quadratic inverse eigenvalue problem in the paper that satisfaction of the orthogonality
constraint in Stage I is necessary and sufficient for the updating in Stage II to be successful. The possibility of combining the
two stages to simultaneously update stiffness and damping matrices so that the constraints on orthogonality, symmetry,
and reproduction of the measured eigenvalues and eigenvectors are satisfied, is currently being investigated. A further
challenging task will be to devise a model updating procedure that preserves the connectivity and other physical structures
of the original model. However, the following underlying inverse eigenvalue problem needs to solved first:

Given a set of k complex numbers and a set of k complex vectors (ko2n), both closed under complex conjugation, and
two fixed matrices M and C, each of order n, find a symmetric matrix K of order n with a specified structure such that the
spectrum of the resulting quadratic pencil ðM;C;KÞ will contain the given numbers, and the given vectors will be the
corresponding eigenvectors of the pencil.
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Appendix A. Derivation of the gradient formula (21)

We begin by listing basic properties of the inner product h�; �i. Let A 2 Rp�q, B 2 Rp�r , and C 2 Rr�q. By using properties of
the trace of a square matrix, we can easily verify that

hA;BCi ¼ hACT ;Bi ¼ hBT A;Ci (24)

Recall the definition of differentiability.

Definition 9. Let (N; k � k) and (N0; k � k0) be real finite-dimensional Euclidean spaces. Let C : N! N0 be a vector function.
For x 2 N, C is said to be differentiable at x if there is some linear mapping T from N to N0 such that

lim
kDxk!0

1

kDxk
kCðxþDxÞ �CðxÞ � TðDxÞk0 ¼ 0

We denote T by rCðxÞ. When N0 ¼ R, rCðxÞ is called the gradient of C at x.

Since

hðXÞ ¼ fðBðXÞÞ

where fðDÞ ¼ 1
2kDTM �TT

MDk2
F , and BðXÞ ¼ BðX;TMÞ is given by Eq. (14), the chain rule for vector functions tells us that

rhðXÞ acting on DX is

rhðXÞðDXÞ ¼ hrfðBðXÞÞ;rBðXÞðDXÞi (25)

By Definition 9 and Eq. (24), we can verify directly that

rfðDÞ ¼ ðDTM �TT
MDÞTT

M þTMðT
T
MD� DTMÞ

In addition, by expanding BðX þ DXÞ � BðXÞ and neglecting higher order term of DX, we have

rBðXÞðDXÞ ¼ DXT
ðCaX þMaXTMÞ þ ðX

T Ca þTT
MXT MaÞDX þTT

MðDXÞT MaX þ XT MaDXTM

Substituting the last expressions forrfðDÞ andrBðXÞðDXÞ into Eq. (25) and using property (24) repeatedly, we obtain the
desired gradient formula (21) for rhðXÞ. We leave detailed routine computations to the reader.
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